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CISCO SECURE ENDPOINT OFFER TERMS 
(SECURE MSP CENTER) 
MSP’s use of Cisco Secure Endpoint purchased on and covered by the Cisco Cloud Services Terms of Use (Secure 
MSP Center) (“Cloud Terms”), which includes the use of Secure Endpoint Essentials and/or Secure Endpoint 
Advantage (“Secure Endpoint” or “Cloud Service”), also includes these Offer Terms. Capitalized terms used but not 
defined in these Offer Terms are defined in the Cloud Terms. 

1. Cloud Service Description 

Secure Endpoint is a cloud-based advanced malware analysis and protection solution that allows MSP and 
MSP End Users to detect malware and cyber threats. Cryptographic hashes of Files are collected and 
transmitted for File reputation analysis and a disposition is made as to whether the File is good, bad or 
unknown. After the File analysis is completed, Secure Endpoint will act on the disposition (e.g., by deleting the 
File and putting it into quarantine if it is determined to be malicious). Please consult Secure Endpoint’s 
documentation for further information on its technical specifications, configuration requirements, features 
and functionalities. 

2. Supplemental Terms 

2.1. Scope of Use and Limitations. Secure Endpoint is licensed based on quantity of Endpoints and invoiced 
based on that same usage meter. You will promptly implement any updates, modifications or changes to 
the Cloud Service requested by Cisco. You will also use Secure Endpoint as a Cisco-branded Cloud Service 
to provide Software Services to MSP End Users and will not alter or modify the Cloud Service except at 
Cisco’s request or with Cisco’s express written authorization. 

2.2. Cisco SecureX. Secure Endpoint includes access to Cisco SecureX. SecureX is a cloud-based aggregator of 
threat intelligence collected or generated by Cisco security products as well as available third-party 
products selected by a customer. The SecureX dashboard makes it possible to visualize key security 
metrics and trends using data provided by platform products in a single location. 
 

2.3. Orbital. Your Secure Endpoint subscription may include access to Cisco Orbital, an advanced search 
capability that provides more than one hundred pre-canned and customizable queries, which allows You 
to quickly run complex queries on any or all Endpoints. 

2.4. Data Protection. For information on the personal data processed by the Cloud Service, please see the 
Secure Endpoint and SecureX privacy data sheets on Cisco’s Security and Trust Center.  

2.5. Security. When providing the Software Services to MSP End Users, MSP will implement and maintain 
appropriate industry standard technical and organizational measures to protect MSP End User data 
against accidental or unlawful use or destruction, accidental loss, alteration, and unauthorized disclosure 
of, or access to, any MSP End User data. 
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